Summary: We have implemented the molecular design laboratory's antimicrobial peptides package (modlAMP), a Python-based software package for the design, classification and visual representation of peptide data. modlAMP offers functions for molecular descriptor calculation and the retrieval of amino acid sequences from public or local sequence databases, and provides instant access to precompiled datasets for machine learning. The package also contains methods for the analysis and representation of circular dichroism spectra.
Introduction
The interest in membranolytic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) has constantly increased over the last decade (Fjell et al., 2012) . Research foci have shifted from isolating natural AMPs towards the computer-assisted design of synthetic analogues and mimetics with improved properties (Jenssen et al., 2008; Jureti c et al., 2017) . Several successful examples of computationally de novo generated AMPs have been reported (Maccari et al., 2013; Mü ller et al., 2016) , together with new online AMP prediction tools (Waghu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016) . However, to this point one had to connect descriptor calculation, activity prediction and analysis tools through custom scripts, which requires skills in different programming languages and environments. We here present modlAMP, a Python package to ease the discovery and design of novel synthetic AMPs via the amalgamation of sequence generation, descriptor calculation, machine learning and data analysis into a single programming environment. modlAMP provides functions for calculating a variety of different molecular properties and amino acid residuebased peptide descriptors. Furthermore, it enables the in silico generation of bespoke peptide libraries with desired properties. The package design follows a modular, object-oriented architecture. The functions used by most of the methods are located in the core module and accessed by other modules through local import. We deliberately kept the number of objects small, and relied on numpy (van der Walt et al., 2011) arrays and pandas (McKinney, 2010) data frames, where possible. We implemented unit testing to ensure high code quality. The package comes with detailed online documentation (URL https://pythonhosted.org/modlamp), including elaborate examples, that demonstrate the use of the various data classes and analysis methods. A sample script showcases a machine learning workflow for classifying AMPs versus other peptides.
Package description
The modlAMP package currently consists of nine modules:
1. modlamp.descriptors -molecular descriptor calculations 2. modlamp.sequences -in silico sequence design 3. modlamp.database -queries to peptide databases 4. modlamp.datasets -precompiled classification datasets 5. modlamp.plot -visualization tools 6. modlamp.ml -machine learning models and functions 7. modlamp.wetlab -interpretation of experimental data 8. modlamp.analysis -comparison of sequence libraries 9. modlamp.core -helper functions and parent classes
Descriptor calculation
The two main classes provided by the descriptors module are PeptideDescriptor instantiation are listed in Table 1 . Holistic, one-dimensional peptide representations, e.g. total charge, molecular weight, hydrophobic ratio, or aromaticity, are calculated in the GlobalDescriptor class. The PeptideDescriptor class handles property-based descriptors computed by Moreau-Broto correlation functions with variable sliding sequence windows (Broto et al., 1984) . Amino acid sequences can be imported as individual residue strings, a list of strings, or in FASTA format, e.g. as follows:
Sequence generator
The sequence module implements ten classes for in silico sequence generation (Supplementary Table S1 ), namely (i) random sequences, (ii) sequences with a presumed amphipathic helical structure, (iii) kinked amphipathic helices, (iv) amphipathic helices with a defined hydrophobic arc, (v) sequences with a linear hydrophobicity gradient, (vi) centrosymmetric sequences, (vii) sequences incorporating a possible heparin binding domain, (viii) sequences generated from frequent AMP n-grams, (ix) sequences with the residue probability of known helical anticancer peptides and (x) mixed peptide libraries.
Visualization
The plot module contains several functions for data visualization from the matplotlib package (URL https://matplotlib.org) (Fig. 1) . In addition, GlobalAnalysis from the analysis module provides a graphical overview of the properties of given sequence libraries ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
Machine learning
modlAMP provides standard functions for machine learning and model selection via a pipeline of data scaling, parameter grid search and model cross-validation for both support vector machine (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and random forest classifiers (Breiman, 2001) . For example, the function ml.train_best_model performs a parameter grid search on the selected model and training dataset. As the name implies, it returns the best performing model based on the Matthews correlation coefficient (Matthews, 1975) obtained by cross-validation. The functions ml.score_cv and ml.score_-testset evaluate the performance of existing classifiers by performing cross-validation or calculating the test set error, respectively. The function ml.predict retrieves the pseudo-probability of custom-generated peptides to belong to the different Extended five-dimensional Z-scale Sandberg et al. (1998) Optionally, users can use their own, locally saved amino acid property scales. classes, and thereby informs the user about the model's estimated uncertainty and applicability domain. modlAMP relies on the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011) , providing thoroughly tested state-of-the-art implementations of machine learning and data preprocessing methods in Python.
Circular dichroism spectral analysis
Secondary structure dynamics may be a major feature determining antimicrobial activity of certain classes of AMPs. Initial laboratory experiments usually include circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of peptides in different solvents. modlAMP contains the wetlab module for the analysis of CD data ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ) and signal transformation to mean residue ellipticity.
Conclusions
The modlAMP package provides an application programming interface that efficiently facilitates the handling of large sets of peptide sequences. It gives access to a full pipeline of in silico methods for peptide analysis and design, ranging from molecular descriptor calculation to machine learning. The software is provided as open source under the BSD-3 license (URL https://opensource.org/li censes/BSD-3-Clause) from the Python Package Index (URL https:// pypi.python.org/pypi/modlamp) and can be installed through pip (pip install modlamp). Full documentation of the package, including use cases and sample applications, together with a detailed explanation of all classes and functions, is available from URL https://pythonhosted.org/modlamp/.
